27th Jan Maijastina Kahlos (Helsinki)
‘Christianization and the Dynamics of Patronage in Late Antiquity – From Conflicts to Everyday Nuisances?’

3rd Feb Angie Hobbs (Sheffield)
‘Socrates, Eros and Magic’

10th Feb Nicolas Wiater (St Andrews)
‘Source Citations in Polybius and his Historical Predecessors’

17th Feb Matt Dunscombe (Newcastle)
‘Why do Aristotle (and others) reject relative change?’

24th February Emma Nicholson (Edinburgh)
‘Philip V of Macedon, the Darling of the Greeks: a note on the use of eromenos in Polybios’

3rd March John Morgan (Swansea)
‘A Cast of Thousands: the riddle of the Antheia Romance solved (?)’

10th March Maria Wyke (UCL)

31st March Marcus Folch (Columbia)
‘Political Prisoners in Democratic Athens: Incarceration in Classical Greece’

7th April Bernhard Zimmermann (Freiburg)
‘Theatre of the mind. Plato and Attic drama’

14th April Michele Salzman (UC Riverside)
‘Elite Contestations and the Crisis of 455’
(Annual Lecture for the Centre for Late Antique Studies)

21st April Kim Bowes (UPenn/America Academy in Rome)
‘Landscapes of the Roman Poor.’